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1 IntroductionFinding a spanning forest of an undirected graph G = (V;E) is one of the most basicalgorithmic graph problems. A spanning tree of G is a subgraph which is a tree whichcontains all the vertices of G, a spanning forest is a set of spanning trees, one for eachcomponent of the graph. Such objects can be found sequentially in linear time using, forexample, a depth-�rst search or a breadth-�rst search. In the parallel setting it seems thatthis problem is far from being trivial. Therefore, the literature on �nding spanning treesand forests in parallel has a long and varied history (see e.g. [HZ96] for a summary ofPRAM algorithms for those problems). [HZ96] gave the �rst optimal randomized EREW-PRAM algorithm for those problems which runs in O(log n) time using O((m+n)= log n)processors. In this work we consider dense graphs, and obtain an optimal randomizedarbitrary CRCW-PRAM algorithm for �nding a spanning forest in dense graphs whichruns in O(log(k) n) time using O((n+m)= log(k) n) processors, wherelog(k) is the k-times iterated logarithm. Formallylog(1) n = log n and log(k) n = log(log(k�1) n)8k > 1We de�ne log� n to be the smallest integer k, such that log(k) n � 2. The function log� nis extremely slow increasing and for instance log� 265536 = 5.Ultrafast algorithms for other problems have been achieved by Gil, Matias and Vishkin[GMV91]. They used randomization to get O(log� n)-time CRCW-PRAM algorithms fora wide range of problems including dictionaries, loadbalancing, hashing and integer chainsorting.The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains some de�nitions and notations usedthroughout the paper. In Section 3 we present an arbitrary CRCW-PRAM algorithm for�nding a spanning forest in a dense graph. Subject of Section 4 is the construction of aCREW-PRAM algorithm for �nding spanning trees in dense random graphs. We intro-duce a random graph model and present a O(log log n) time CREW-PRAM algorithmfor this task, which requires O(n log n) work. Finally, we conclude in Section 5 with openproblems.2 Notations and De�nitionsLet G = (V;E) be a graph with n = jV j vertices and m = jEj edges. G is called �-dense,if the minimum degree �(G) is at least �n (see e.g. [AKK95]). Thus, for dense graphsm = 
(n2). A dominating set for G is a subset V 0 � V such that for all u 2 V �V 0 thereis a v 2 V 0 for which fu; vg 2 E. Given a set V 0 � V , the subgraph of G induced by V 0denoted by G[V 0] is the graph G0 = (V 0; E 0), where E 0 = ffu; vg 2 E : u; v 2 V 0g.The computational model used in this paper is the randomized PRAM. The randomizedarbitrary CRCW-PRAM is a synchronized parallel computation model for which simul-taneous accesses for both reading and writing are permitted. In case of a concurrentwrite, an arbitrary processor wins, whereas in the randomized arbitrary CREW-PRAMmodel simultaneous accesses for writing are forbidden. Furthermore, each processor ofa randomized PRAM has access to a random number generator which returns random2



numbers of log n bits in constant time. More details of the PRAM models can be found,e.g., in the survey by Karp and Ramachandran [KR88].3 A CRCW-PRAM Algorithm for Finding SpanningTreesIn this section we show how to �nd a spanning forest in a �-dense graph with O((n +m)= log(k) n) processors on a randomized arbitrary CRCW-PRAM in O(log(k) n) time,where k 2 O(1) can be arbitrary choosen. To achieve this running time we will makeheavily use of the following lemma.Lemma 1 Let G = (V;E) be a �-dense graph. A set ofk = log(n=�)log(1=(1 � �)) = O(log n)randomly chosen vertices R forms a dominating set with probability at least (1 � �).Proof: The probability, that one particular vertex v will be dominated by one ran-domly chosen vertex, is at least �. If we choose k vertices independently, then theprobability that it is not dominated is at most (1 � �)k. Thus the expected number ofnot dominated vertices is at most �, because(1� �)kn � �n=� � (1=(1 � �))klog(n=�)log(1=(1 � �)) � kBy Markov's inequality we get the lemma.The algorithm �rst choosesO(log n) vertices uniformly at random. This is done as follows.Let each of 2dlog ne processors choose a vertex with equal probality and write the numberof the chosen vertex in an vector of length 2dlog ne. Next, to remove duplicates we sortthe vector, mark the �rst occurence of each vertex in the sorted vector and computethe pre�x sums. The latter will determine the position of each sorted vertex in a newvector without duplicates. The probability that the number of di�erent vertices chosenis < log n is smaller than the probability that at least one vertex is choosen by at least3 processors. Hence, the number of di�erent vertices is in the range [log n; 2 log n] withprobability at least 1 � O(1=n). By using Cole's parallel merge-sort [Col88] and thestandard algorithm for pre�x sums the removal of duplicates can be done in O(log log n)time using O(log n) processors. Denote the set of chosen vertices by R. By Lemma 1 Rforms a dominating set with error-probability bounded by an arbitrary small constant.Now we again compute a dominating set R0 in G[R] in exactly the same way as describedabove and determine the edges of the forest which have one endpoint in R0 and the other3



in G[R]�R0. This process is iterated for k� 1 phases after which we apply the spanningforest algorithm of [HZ96] to the remaining graph.To extract the graph induced by R we use O(log2 n) processors that in parallel readthe information from the adjacency matrix of G and write this in constant time to theadjacency matrix of G[R]. In case G is not given in adjacency matrix representation weconstruct one by using O(n+m) processors in constant time. By Brent's principle [Bre74]the number of processors can be reduced to O((n +m)= log(k) n) if we allow O(log(k) n)time.In order to eliminate the need of extracting G[R] but for the bottom level of the recursion,we can simplify our algorithm to the following one avoiding recursive calls.Algorithm AkInput : a graph GOutput : a forest of G1. color each vertex u with color 0 and set ad(u) to 02. for i = 1; :::; k � 1 doLet there be ni�1 vertices colored with color i�1. Choose randomlyO(log ni�1of them (using the above mentionedmethod) and recolor themwith the colori.3. retrieve the vertices colored with color k � 1 using the algorithm [RS85]4. extract the subgraph of G induced by vertices colored with k � 1 using themethod described before.5. �nd a spanning forest T for the (extracted) subgraph induced by vertices coloredwith k � 1 using the algorithm [HZ96]6. mark the vertices and edges of G that are in T and store for each of them theID of the component they belong to7. for i = k � 1; :::; 1 doeach processor assigned to an edge whose one endpoint v is both marked andcolored with i and the other endpoint u is colored with i � 1 writes v intothe �eld ad(u)for each vertex u with color i�1 and a non-zero value of ad(u), T is augmentedwith the vertex u and the edge fu; value(ad(u)g, u is marked and store forthis vertex the component-ID of value(ad(u))8. if there is a vertex outside T then go to Step 19. output TThe functionality of the algorithm is now su�ciently described. However, we have to showthat the graph induced by the set of vertices with the highest color does not loose muchof its denseness in each recoloring iteration and analyze the complexity of the algorithmin the arbitrary CRCW-PRAM model.The following lemma guarantees that in each recoloring phase of the algorithm the sub-graph induced by the vertices with the highest color is still dense, such that we cancompute randomized a dominating set of logarithmic size in constant time (see Lemma 1).4



Lemma 2 Let G = (V;E) be a �-dense graph and R � V be a set with jRj = � log n.Then G[R] is (1� )�-dense with high probability.Proof: We de�ne the random variable Xv for v 2 V to be the number of neighborsof v in R. Then E[Xv] � c log n, where c = ��. Now we bound the probability thatXv deviates far from its expectation by applying the Cherno� bound (see e.g. [MR95],Theorem 4.2). Pr[Xv < (1� )E[Xv]] < exp(�E[Xv]2=2)� 1= exp(c log n2=2)= 1=2c logn log e2=2= 1=nc log e2=2 =: p1(n):De�ne Yv as Yv := ( 0 if Xv � (1 � )E[Xv]1 otherwise.and set Y = Pv2R Yv. Then the probability that a vertex v 2 R has fewer than (1 �)c log n neighbors in R is at most Pr[Y > 1]. By applying Markov's inequality, we obtainthat Pr[Y � 1] � E[Y ]= Xv2RE[Yv]| {z }<p1(n)< p1(n)� log n= � log nnc log e2=2 =: p2(n):Thus G[R] is (1� )�-dense with probability 1 � p2(n) = 1 � o(1).Lemma 3 The algorithm Ak can be implemented in expected time O(log(k) n) on a ran-domized arbitrary CRCW PRAM with O(n2= log(k) n) processors using O(n2) space.Proof: The partial correctness of the algorithm is obvious. It remains to analyse itscomplexity, especially the expected time performance.Steps 1, 6 and 8 take constant time using O(n2) processors. Step 2 takes O(k) time usingO(n2) processors. It follows from straightforward calculations that the expected size ofthe set of vertices colored with k � 1 is �(log(k�1) n): Hence, the retrieval steps 3 and 4and the construction of T in step 5 take expected time O(log(k) n) by [RS85] and [HZ96],respectively. Step 7 takes O(k) time and O(n2) processors. By Lemma 1 and Lemma 2,the probability that T in step 8 doesn't include all vertices in G is bounded by a positiveconstant from below. Hence, the expected number of iterations of steps 1 through 8 isO(1): Now, it is su�cient to apply Brent's principle to meet the bounds in the lemmastatement. 5



We summarize the description of the randomized arbitrary CRCW-PRAM algorithm inthe following theorem.Theorem 4 Given a dense graph G on n vertices, a forest in G can be found inO(log(k) n) expected time by a randomized arbitrary CRCW-PRAM with O(n2= log(k) n)processors using O(n2) space.Observe that we construct with algorithm Ak just a forest which is not necesserily aspanning forest. Note that isolating all vertices will also be a forest. First we will show,that the forest we have constructed is not far away from being a spanning forest - in thesense that the number of components is within a constant multiplicative of the numberof components of a spanning forest. Therefore we have a constant time approximationto a spannig forest in G.Later we will modify the CRCW-algorithm to get a spanning forest in the same time/workbounds.Our problem is the following: It depends on how we choose our dominating set R in eachstep. It can happen, that G[R] looses the connectivity of G. For example G[R] consistsof 2 components, although G was connected (see �gure 1)
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RFigure 1: There is a small seperator x in G which is not in RBut we can prove the following:Lemma 5 If G is �-dense, then G has at most 1=� components.Proof: Suppose G has more than 1=� components. Then there is at least one compo-nent with less than �n vertices, which is a contradiction to the �-denseness.Since in each iteration of Ak the graphs remain reasonable dense, we can guarantee aconstant approximation to the number of components in G.However we can modify the algorithm Ak by deleting the step 9 and inserting the steps 90to 130, yielding the algorithm A0k, which constructs a spanning forest in the same boundsas Ak:90: Build a constant size matrix C, with rows and columns for each componentof T . 6



100: For each edge fu; vg of G, with u in component i and v in component j,write in parallel a 1 and fu; vg into Ci;j and Cj;i.110: Store for each component i the minimum of its own and of adjacent com-ponent ID in s(i).120: Each component i changes its ID to s(i) and adds the edge in Ci;s(i) to thecomponent.130: Output T .We again summarize this description in the following theorem.Theorem 6 Given a dense graph G on n vertices, a spanning forest in G can be found inO(log(k) n) time by a randomized arbitrary CRCW-PRAM with O(n2= log(k) n) processorsusing O(n2) space.Proof: Observe that the execution of the steps 90 to 130 take constant time.4 An CREW-PRAM Algorithm for Spanning Treesin Random GraphsIn this section we develop a randomized CREW-PRAM algorithm for �nding a spanningtree in a dense random graph in O(log log n) parallel time using O(n log n= log log n)processors. If no adjacency matrix is given, O(n2= log log n) processors are required.The random graph model is as follows. We denote by G(n; p) the random graphs with nvertices, in which each possible edge is occurs with probability p (independent of otheredges). It is clear, that for a constant p, G(n; p) is almost surely dense. Here almost surelymeans that the statement holds with probability that tends to 1 as n goes to in�nity.Gn;m is the random graph on n vertices and m edges. Each graph with m edges andvertices numbered 1 through n is equally likely in this model. Its behavior is very similarto the behavior of G(n; p), for p = m(n2).Erd}os and R�enyi gave in [ER60] the following threshold for connectivity in Gn;m.Theorem 7 ([ER60],[McD97]) If m = 12n(log n+ cn) and cn ! c as n!1, thenPr[Gn;m is connected]! e�e�c as n!1:It follows that if cn ! �1 then this probability goes to 0, and if cn !1 then it goes to1. Therefore, G(m; p) is almost surely connected for constant p. Now it is easy to provethe following lemma.Lemma 8 Let G = G(n; p) be a random graph as described above and let p be a constant.If R is a randomly chosen vertex subset of G, then G[R] is almost surely connected.7



For the construction of a spanning tree in G = G(n; p) we construct an adjacency matrixof G if none is given and choose randomly R � V (G) of size O(log n) like before. Wecan do it like described above with an EREW-PRAM in O(log log n) time using O(log n)processors. Now we extract G[R] with a CREW-PRAM in time O(1), using O(log2 n)processors. We know by Lemma 8, that G[R] is almost surely connected. Using theEREW-PRAM algorithm of Halperin and Zwick [HZ96] we construct a spanning tree inG[R]. This takes time O(log log n) with O(log n) processors. By Lemma 1 it remains toadd the edges of the spanning tree which have one endpoint in V �R and the other inR. For each vertex v in V � R we produce a copy of the vector containing R. Next,on the basis of the copy, we produce a 0 � 1 vector indicating which of the membersin R are adjacent to v. This can be done in constant time using O(n log n) processorsor in O(log log n) time using O(n log n= log log n) processors. Then by using tournamentstyle pairwise comparisons we can pick the leftmost member of R that is adjacent in timeO(log log n) using O(n log n= log log n) processors.We can summarize the above in the following theorem.Theorem 9 For dense random graphs in G(n; p), a spanning tree can be computed inO(log log n) time by a randomized CREW-PRAM with O(n log n= log log n) processorsusing O(n2) space. If no adjacency matrix is given, O(n2= log log n) processors are re-quired.5 Open Problems and Further ResearchWe have proposed an optimal randomized CRCW-PRAM algorithm, which �nds inO(log(k) n) time a spanning forest in dense graphs. We can choose k to be an arbitrarylarge constant. Can we speed up our algorithm to O(log� n) time with the same numberprocessors? Another interesting question would be to derandomize this algorithm.Moreover we designed an CREW-PRAM algorithm for constructing spanning trees witha very good average case performance. A very fundamental open problem, is the design ofe�cient CREW-PRAM algorithms for dense graphs, with a signi�cantly sublogarithmicrunning time, in the worst case model.References[AKK95] S. Arora, D. Karger, and M. Karpinski. Polynomial time approximationschemes for dense instances of np-hard problems. In ACM STOC, volume 27,pages 284{293, 1995.[Bre74] Richard P. Brent. The parallel evaluation of general arithmetic expression.Journal of the ACM, 21(2):201{206, 1974.[Col88] Richard Cole. Parallel merge sort. SIAM Journal on Computing, 17(4):770{785, 1988.[ER60] P. Erd}os and A. R�enyi. On the evolution of random graphs. Publ. Math. Inst.Hungar. Acad. Sci., 5:17{61, 1960.8
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